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TRIBUTE TO BRYAN MARSH
Dear Liverymen,
The sudden death of Past Master Bryan Marsh has
shocked and saddened us all.
In recognition of his immense contribution to our
Livery, I have asked that an article be written. I am
very grateful to the authors of the wonderful account
below. They were PM Graeme Morgan, PM Stuart
Fletcher, Derek Morgan Chair of the Charitable
Trust, and former Treasurer Tim Knowles.
It is a fitting tribute to Bryan, acknowledging all that
he has done for the Worshipful Livery Company of
Wales and our Charitable Trust.
He will be greatly missed
Dr Kathy Seddon Master

BRYAN MARSH AND THE WORSHIPFUL
LIVERY COMPANY OF WALES

OCTOBER 2021
At the embryonic stage of our Livery, Bryan Marsh
was there (Livery number7), and ever since he has
been a constant influence on the way we go about
things. Indeed, it was only three days before he
died on the 14th October 2021, that he contributed
to an Awards meeting via Zoom.
Being a Liveryman of the Tinplate Workers Alias
Wire Workers Livery Company (and subsequently
a well-regarded Master) Bryan was a natural
choice to serve on the Steering Committee formed
in January1991, to investigate how to establish our
Livery. He was the Clerk for the second and third
meeting of the Steering Committee before handing
over to David Townsley-Hughes. This left him free
when the Welsh Livery Guild formally came into
being in January,1993, to become the Treasurer –
a post he held for seven years. This was another
natural appointment; Bryan had qualified as a
Chartered Accountant in 1965, the year he married
Sandra. Somehow, he was able to combine being
our Treasurer with being a partner in Deloitte’s in
London. He claimed that most of his Livery work
was accomplished on the Cardiff to Paddington
train. (His other claim that this work involved the
back of numerous used envelopes must surely be
discounted.)
Despite all his responsibilities, Bryan teamed up
with Tom Owen (Chairman of the Charity
Committee) to investigate setting up the Livery’s
charitable arm. Bryan was instrumental in taking
things forward, and the Charitable Trust came into
being on the 25th May, 1995 with, of course, Bryan
being one of its original (and long serving) Trustees
and its Treasurer.
Bryan became Master in 2002, and many of us still
recall with gratitude and pleasure his social
programme which, amongst other delights,
involved a sparkling visit to Reims. Bryan had
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previous form on such a visit and was able to lead
us into not only prestige champagne houses but
also good though lesser known (and cheaper)
ones.

has made grants of well over a million pounds to
the young people of Wales and has funds of over
£400,000. This simply would not have been
possible without Bryan.

It was because of the latter that there was a minor
traffic jam in Westgate Street on our return as
Liverymen transferred cases of champagne from
coach to car.

Bryan’s commitment and overall contribution to the
Worshipful Livery Company of Wales and its
Charitable Trust has been significant and vastly
beneficial. Just as it is impossible to imagine the
now mature Company flourishing as it has done
without Bryan’s inputs, so it will be difficult to accept
that we will no longer benefit from his wise and
knowledgeable guidance.

As the Treasurer of the Charity, Bryan had
prudently limited the Charity’s expenditure on
awards to the income from its investments.
Appreciating the limitation of this, as Master, Bryan
initiated the £10-a-month scheme with the specific
intention that the income from this source should
be used for in-year distribution for awards. This
enabled the budget for awards immediately to
double.
Having joined the Awards Committee as Junior
Warden, Bryan became something of a permanent
fixture. It was he who promoted the idea of using
the increased funding available through his £10-amonth club to establish travel scholarships which
have become the flagship awards for the
Company. More important, it was his good offices
that made substantial sums available from the
Simon Gibson Charitable Trust. It thus became
possible for awards to be made in areas which
previously we had been unable to contemplate.
Bryan was particularly anxious to establish links
with military units, and it is entirely due to him that
we are now associated with HMS Dragon and HMS
Astute as well as linking for awards with the Welsh
Guards, the Wales Universities Royal Navy Units,
and the Wales Universities Officer Training Corps.
It is the Simon Gibson Charitable Trust, too, which
underwrites our £5,000 Gold Award and enables us
to support the Welsh Young Farmers and an award
at the National Eisteddfod.
It was Bryan who was responsible for the book
celebrating the grant of the Royal Charter, and it
was his editorship that ensured that that book is
such a fine record of the event. It was only a few
years later that Bryan swung into action again on
the occasion of the Silver Jubilee Appeal when he
used his many contacts to arrange for the
contribution of many tens of thousands of pounds.
There is no doubt that Bryan above everybody else
is responsible for the strength of the Charitable
Trust’s finances. Since its establishment the Trust
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The Company’s loss cannot, of course, compare
with that of those dear to him, and, in
acknowledging Bryan’s influence on our affairs, all
Liverymen will want to offer sympathy to Sandra
and her family.

MASTER’S LETTER
Dear Liverymen,
I would now like to think about the fellowship in our
Company, which Bryan so enjoyed. I believe it has
been very well demonstrated in some recent
events.
The September ‘Master’s Away Visit’ saw us
visiting Belfast. I know that a full account follows
and so I just want to thank the group for their
excellent company and support. This very full trip
saw us touring the city, marvelling at the giants
Causeway, learning a huge amount through the
Titanic Experience and enjoying the Belfast Gin
Distillery tour and products!
We have also enjoyed a recent “Talking Heads”
session. My thanks to the Senior Warden for
organising this enthralling event. I also want to
thank Liverymen Stephen Richards and Laura
Davies for their fascinating discussion in which they
shared many rich and interesting details of their
lives.
In October we were invited, at very short notice, to
join Michael Sheen at his filming in Port Talbot, to
present him with our “Outstanding Achievement
Award”. Michael had agreed to join us at our
planned July banquet in City Hall for this
presentation, Sadly, due to the pandemic, the

banquet had to be cancelled. On this occasion we
were asked to restrict numbers and to make the
presentation in the open air - on the beach in
Aberavon! I am only sorry that more of you could
not be present for this very special event. A
detailed account follows. My grateful thanks to
Court Assistant Henry Gilbert who made the
presentation possible.

On December 14th, we hope to be joined by the
Cardiff Arms Park Choir at our Christmas Carol
Service at St John’s. Dinner will follow in the Cardiff
and County Club.

Looking to the future we are now, more than ever,
mindful of the need for safety and caution.
Everyone’s welfare is the top priority as we plan the
events that I hope we can enjoy before Christmas.
We continue to abide by the safety policies of the
Welsh Government, and we will also follow
additional independent safeguards imposed by the
private venues we use. We will take any additional
precautions we feel are necessary to ensure
Liverymen can have the utmost confidence in
attending our events.

On the 9th of February We hope to accept an
invitation to make a presentation at the Marie Curie
Reception at the Senedd. In March we plan to hold
the Court luncheon on St David’s Day.

Our innovative Art Auction on October the 22 nd, has
been the product of months of planning and hard
work by the Charitable Events Committee, led by
Simon Holt. Thanks must go to Simon, his team
and to Court Assistant Jane Croad who has
contributed so much to this event. We are delighted
that the Lord and Lady Mayoress of Cardiff opened
the very successful and enjoyable evening
The dinner and lecture at the Athenaeum on
November the 19th, will offer us an opportunity to
enjoy good company in a splendid setting. The
lecture by Sabrina Cohen Hatton “In the heat of the
moment” will, I know, be memorable, and it will be
wonderful to make the presentation of our
Achievement Award to Sabrina that evening. As in
the calling notice, numbers will unfortunately be
restricted for this event.
The North Wales Advent Carol Service will be at
St Asaph Cathedral on November 28 th, It will be
preceded by the usual superb lunch with our
generous hosts John and Rosie Solbé.
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On the 14th of January we are planning a black-tie
Awards Celebration evening at the SWALEC
Cricket Stadium.

I am also delighted to have been invited to
represent you at forthcoming formal dinners with
The Worcester Clothiers, The Arbitrators
Company, The Engineers Company and the
Paviors Company.
It is also very pleasing that we have been invited to
support the new Lord Mayor of the City of London,
Alderman Vincent Keaveny, by taking part in the
Lord Mayor’s Show. The following day I will join the
St Paul’s Cathedral Remembrance Service. Past
Master Gillian Davies will represent us at the City
& Livery ‘Garden of Remembrance Service’. Past
Master Geoff Hughes will lay our wreath, after the
National Service of Remembrance for Wales, at the
National War Memorial in Cathays Park Cardiff.
Finally, we will be clothing several new Liverymen
over the coming months, and I know you will
welcome them to enjoy the good fellowship that is
such an important part of our Livery Company.
Thank you all for your much valued encouragement
and support
.

Kathy

MASTER’S AWAY VISIT TO BELFAST 12-14 SEPTEMBER 2021
A happy group of liverymen and friends joined the Master, for her ‘away’ visit to Belfast. All transfers from
Wales and London were executed smoothly, and the private coach dropped us at the Titanic Hotel in
Belfast.

Titanic Hotel & Museum. Stuart Christine and Jane steer the ‘Nomadic’

Roy, Una, Khawla & SuSu arrive

The hotel was an impressive modernisation of the former headquarters of Harland & Wolff, builders of
Titanic, and is located in the Titanic Quarter Belfast – next to the beautiful Titanic Museum. The hotel tour
demonstrated the extensive planning for the Titanic build and launch. The architecture in the former Drawing
Offices is stunning.
A private tour of the City of Belfast followed to the top visitor sites. These included:

The Parliament at Stormont

Queen’s University

Belfast Castle overlooking City & Lough

The Peace Wall being photographed by Ron Eccles

On Monday we had a full day’s excursion along the Scenic Coastal Route and Game of Thrones
locations to the World Heritage site the Giant’s Causeway.

The dark hedges
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Geoff and Sue at the Causeway

The Giant’s Causeway

We returned via Dunluce Castle to the Belfast Artisan Gin Distillery for an interesting tour and very
enjoyable tasting!

Cheers!

We gathered before dinner to see who had triumphed in John Solbé’s challenge to photograph the perfect
Giant’s Causeway ‘hexagon’ The entries submitted by Ron, Stuart and Roy showed lots of initiative!
Chocolates were awarded, by Rosie, to all!
Our final morning saw us taking part in the amazing “Titanic Experience” at the Museum. The Shipyard ‘ride’
was a highlight, and the interactive displays brought the poignant story of immense vision, hard work and
heart-breaking disaster to life.

The Titanic experience begins

Rosie, John, Geoff, Sue & Keith high above cranes Sampson & Goliath

We enjoyed a final lunch at the hotel where Guinness was the ‘order’ of the day
All transfers were again carried out smoothly and we all made a safe return to home.
We would all like to thank Christopher for his hard work.
I’d like to offer my thanks to the wonderful group for excellent company, good
fellowship and lots of fun! Kathy
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WLCoW 2021 OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD - MICHAEL SHEEN

Michael was obviously very aware of the WLCoW
and in his short speech of acceptance
acknowledged and thanked the Livery Company
for all the good work undertaken, especially with
young people.

From left to right: CA Dr Andrew Carson-Stevens, PM
Ron Eccles, Michael Sheen, Master Kathy Seddon, CA
Henry Gilbert, Treasurer Philip Kitchen, SCA Agnes
Xavier-Phillips and CA Laura Davies

(Red border)

The Outstanding Achievement Award (formally
the Achievement Award) is the Worshipful Livery
Company of Wales premier Award in recognition of
a Welsh person who has achieved pre-eminence in
his or her sphere. Previous recipients have all
been eminent and impressive people from various
walks of life and this exclusive list of Welsh talent
has just been added to when the Master, Dr Kathy
Seddon, presented the Welsh actor Michael Sheen
with this prestigious award on Thursday 7 thOctober
2021
Michael Sheen’s work schedule is incredibly
compact and busy and the Master, together with a
small group of Liverymen, managed to catch up
with Michael on set where he was filming in
his home town of Port Talbot.
The Master formally presented Michael Sheen with
a Welsh Royal Crystal Trophy together with a
framed certificate. As a special gift, the Master also
presented Michael with a specially commissioned
painting by the local artist Peter Kettle, of Port
Talbot Steel Works. This intentional Hollywood
actor is very proud of his Welsh roots and was
delighted with both the award and the painting.
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Michael Sheen is not only a prominent and
successful actor on the international stage, as a
proud Welshman, he is effectively a great
ambassador for Wales. He uses his fame for a
variety of good causes and can be described as a
political activist for social justice

THE SILVER JUBILEE DEVELOPMENT
FUND MUSIC AWARD RECIPIENT - KATIE
JENKINS

It is unusual for the Awards Committee to give
successive awards to the same person, but over
several years the Committee has built up a
relationship with Katie Jenkins (from Pontypridd).

In 2017, she approached us while still at school for
help to attend the Summerfest at the Curtis
Institute, Philadelphia, to study music composition.
She had an impressive CV and had been co-leader
of the Cardiff and Vale Youth Orchestra in 2016.
The Committee recognised a budding talent but
awarded her only £200 as it had come from a
limited budget for unplanned awards. The next year
she asked for help to attend the Juilliard School in
New York, and we were only slightly more
generous awarding her £250 She has now
launched out with her own production company
and wished to purchase quality audio recording
interface equipment, we have awarded her £650.
Katie's website is at
www.katiejenkinscomposer.com
Katie has just started work on a musical adaptation
of ‘How Green Was My Valley’. She is also creating
the music content for a record breaking virtual
dinner for 150,000 women worldwide. Perhaps this
Welsh talent was more budding then we realised
four years ago - we will need to keep her in mind
for further recognition.

Music. This award was intended to go towards a
laptop to further his work in becoming a composer.
His main instrument at that time was the guitar. His
studies were successful and once his Masters was
under his belt he arrived at Queen’s University in
Belfast to continue his studies towards his
doctorate. As with some of our Liverymen he is
proud to enjoy dual nationality, enjoying both
Welsh and Irish citizenship. It will come as no
surprise to discover that in April 2020 he became
Dr Anselm McDonald PhD.
Not daunted by the restrictions of the first lockdown
he set to work to create an ingenious piece of
music, using the resources immediately to hand,
the help of his partner Sarah and his brother.
Following debut launches in Belfast and Dublin,
Anselm is optimistic that he can put together a
small performance tour in Wales, either in late 2021
or early 2022.
Noel Hulmstom
Liveryman Mentor

WLCoW MENTORING SCHEME UPDATE
Graeme Morgan
Chair, Awards Committee

UPDATE ON DR ANSELM McDONALD –
2016 AWARD WINNER

The WLCoW Young Persons Community (YPC)
Chaired by Josh Williams and the Secretary
Bethany Keenan had asked YPC members if they
would be interested in receiving mentoring from
Liverymen who were willing to help them. Seven
YPC members were keen to have a WCoW Mentor
and a protocol was agreed and mentoring began.
The success of the mentoring link made between
Anselm and Noel is clear from Noel’s account
above. We also had interesting feedback from
Liveryman Christopher Downward who offered to
help Adam Davies, an Airbus Award winner.
Christopher who lives in France and has extensive
business experience was able to offer a fresh
perspective to Adam to help him focus his ‘aims’.
Christopher added “We are both learning - so more
of this mentoring please. It is very good to be in
touch with what young working age people
consider important ".

In 2016, the Worshipful Livery Company of Wales
made an award to a YPC member, Anselm
McDonald, then a student working towards his
Masters degree at Cardiff University School of
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Thanks also go to Simon Holt, John Charles and
Geoff Hughes who have all given Steve Talbot
some help. Josh Williams has expressed his
thanks to Agnes Xavier-Phillips for her insight and
guidance. Peter Coleman and Keith Shankland

have helped Gareth Davies and Sian Price. David
Williams has found it useful 'developing action
points' with Stuart Castledine and Bethany Keenan
has been helped by Andy Carson-Stevens. Please
contact the Clerk for more details if you would like
to become a WLCoW Mentor to one of our Award
Winners in the YPC.

PRESIDENT OF THE LEARNED SOCIETY
OF WALES (LSW) BECOMES HON
LIVERYMAN OF WLCOW

Y TIM CYMRAEG
Adoption of the WLB protocol will also
allow our Welsh Team sufficient time
to provide the excellent proof reading
service of the translated WLB that they
currently undertake. For improved
continuity, it has been agreed that just
one member of the Welsh Team each
month will undertake the translation. We
WEBSITE
are pleased that CA Karen Jones has
Without to
the word
limitation
the
agreed
support
and that
Eurwen
Hulmston
will provide
the final proofWLB has,
the Website
has
read.
become an important source of

WEBSITE
In addition to the WLB, the Website has
become an important source of
information and knowledge.
For
example, it has greatly helped to
promote the recent Art Auction
event. The Website has also launched
the Company’s prestigious Gold
Achievement Award with an online
application form

Following Court approval, we are delighted that
Professor Thomas, President of the Learned
Society of Wales has accepted the invitation to
become an Hon Liveryman. At a meeting arranged
by our Treasurer Philip Kitchen, he was presented
with the WLCoW Honorary Liveryman Certificate.

REPORT OF THE PUBLIC RELATIONS
COMMITTEE
WELSH LIVERY BULLETIN
To maintain the success of a bimonthly issue of the WLB, a new
protocol has been agreed governing
editorial contribution. This can be
accessed from the website (Member’s
section) and will help make the whole
process of editing, preparation and
circulation more efficient. Unless the
new
protocol
is
observed,
contributions may unfortunately be left
out in order to meet publishing
deadlines.
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A new section on Company Events
has been created in the Members Area
where all the events and Calling
Notices are stored. You can download
the forms and obtain payment details.

SOCIAL MEDIA & WEBSITE
COMBINED REPORT
This report also accessible in the
Members Area of the website, covers
the period January to September 2021
and the data captured shows that we
are moving in the right direction. We
would encourage Members to visit our
social media platforms and comment on
postings and share with their own
contacts to raise the Livery’s profile.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Athenaeum Lecture & Dinner 19th
November 2021
St Asaph Cathedral Advent Carols &
Lunch – 28th November 2021
Carols at St John the Baptist church
with the Cardiff Arms Park Male Voice
Choir followed by Dinner at the Cardiff
& County Club – 14th December
Awards Dinner on 14th January 2022

JOURNALISM TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD RYAN LESTON
Ryan Leston’s Journalism Travel Scholarship
Award allowed him to cover the Venice Film
Festival – a plan he had been putting off for the last
ten years. Ryan used the bursary for accreditation
fees as well as to cover the cost of flights and a
two-week stay in an apartment on the Zattere
promenade. This was just a short boat ride away
from Lido – the site of the festival itself – and
allowed Ryan to spend as much time as possible
at the festival, while also being able to dash back
to his apartment to file articles and reviews.

Attending the film festival enabled Ryan to attend
the press conferences and exclusive events where
he was able to get the answers he needed.
“I would never have gone to Venice if it hadn’t been
for the Journalism Travel Scholarship Award,” he
said. “It’s on my list of film festivals that I always
want to attend but can never afford – but actually
going there opened up so many opportunities.”

The Venice Film Festival is one of the oldest in the
world – now in its 78th year. It attracts a huge variety
of filmmakers, actors and A-listers as studios enter
their best indie films in the competition and launch
their best mainstream titles alongside it. This year
was particularly great, hosting world premieres for
the likes of Dennis Villeneuve’s Dune and Ridley
Scott’s The Last Duel.
Awaiting the first press screening of Sundown
starring Tim Roth.

The cast of Dune appear on the red carpet at
Venezia 78 – the Venice Film Festival 2021.
As well as reporting from the event and working to
improve his profile as a film critic, Ryan wanted to
gain insight into how the pandemic years have
affected diversity in Hollywood. His dissertation on
this topic has led him to interview several important
voices at this year’s Oscars, but Ryan wanted to
speak to several key figures who would appear at
Venice – such as directors Jane Campion and
Maggie Gyllenhaal.
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Aside from interviews and press conferences,
Ryan was also able to watch a catalogue of
upcoming movies – over twenty in total. These
included Dune, The Last Duel, Spencer, Last Night
in Soho and Halloween Kills among others. This in
itself opened up opportunities for Ryan to write
critically, offering his services as a freelance film
critic to new publications.
“Just being there really helped,” he said. “Being
there when editors need someone is a huge boon
to a budding reporter or film critic. By being in the
right place at the right time, I was able to secure
work with The Telegraph, NME and IGN –
publications I have long wanted to work with. The
best part? They now know I’m reliable, and I’ve
secured several commissions since the festival.”
The Journalism Travel Scholarship Award helped
Ryan to further his career by offering his services
at one of the biggest film festivals on the industry
calendar. He not only furthered his own research
but also improved his career by gaining work with
several major outlets, and putting together a
fantastic portfolio from the event alone.

SURPRISE BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
MASTER

Not often does an international Hollywood celebrity
present you with flowers on your birthday!
Michael Sheen, after formally thanking the Master
for the Outstanding Achievement Award which he
had received, surprised her with a small gift from
himself - flowers to mark that this day was also the
occasion of her birthday. The Master was
delighted!

REV PAUL BIGMORE WHO SURVIVED
COVID PUBLISHES HYMN BOOK TO
INSPIRE OTHERS

book “Reflections on a Journey” in St Mary’s
Parish Church in Aberavon, Port Talbot on Sunday
24th October 2021. The Most Reverend Dr Barry
Morgan, Former Archbishop of Wales and WLCoW
Honorary Liveryman the Right Honorable The Lord
Williams of Osytermouth took part in the launch
and provided the blessing.

Master congratulating Reverend Paul Bigmore.
Click here for full details
https://www.churchinwales.org.uk/en/news-

THE CITY OF LONDON CORPORATION
UPDATE
The Senior Court Assistant (SCA) Agnes XavierPhillips attended a socially distanced meeting of
Common Hall at London’s Guildhall on 29th
September’21 for the Election of PM Solicitor
Vincent Keaveny as Lord Mayor Elect and
Aldermen Alison Gowan and Nicholas Lyons as
High Sheriffs of the City of London .

WLCOW Liveryman Paul Bigmore and Chaplain to
the High Sheriff of Mid Glamorgan Jeff Edwards
MBE OStJ JP DL launched his fourth hymn
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Lord Mayor Elect, PM Solicitor Vincent
Keaveny

Burgh Island

Plymouth Gin Distillery

Sheriffs of the City of London: Alderman Alison
Gowman and Alderman Nicholas Lyons

The Arbitrators Livery Master’s London outing
commenced with a sumptuous dinner at the
Travellers Club, Pall Mall a visit to Westminster
Abbey and the Garden Museum.

ASSOCIATION WITH LONDON LIVERIES
Painters Art Exhibition

Garden Museum
Dinner at the Travellers Club

Senior Warden, Stuart Castledine and his wife
Christine had the pleasure of representing our
Master at a Reception and Private View of the
Painters’ Decorative and Fine Arts Society’s 31st
Exhibition Art in the City 2021 at Painters’ Hall on
Tuesday, 5th of October 2021.
London Livery Masters’ Outings and
Livery Events
The SCA Agnes Xavier- Phillips and her husband
Nigel Phillips attended the Furniture Makers
Master’s outing in Burgh Island, Devon which
amongst many events included an Agatha Christie
murder mystery dinner and a visit to a Gin Distillery.
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Furniture Makers Installation Banquet at the
Mansion House.
The SCA also attended lunch at the Pewterers Hall
with Solicitors and Pewterers Livery, Dinner at Cutlers
Hall with the Arbitrators and the Furniture Makers
Installation Banquet at the Mansion House .
Travellers Club, Pall Mall

These were all very enjoyable events which offer
the opportunity to meet with Officers and
Liverymen of other London Livery companies and
raising awareness of the WLCOW

CONGRATULATIONS TO PROUD
PARENTS CA ANDY CARSON- STEVENS
AND LAURA
!

Isabelle Lowri Carson-Stevens made an early
appearance
at
0014
Friday
24th
September. Laura doing well and daughter
Maddie is very excited
DONATE JUST GIVING
The WLCoW is pleased to receive donations through
JUST GIVING on the website – Click the “Donate”
button on the menu bar. Alternatively you can contact
the Treasurer at
treasurer@liverycompanywales.cymru
EDITORIAL TEAM
If you have any articles you wish to be included in future
editions of the WLB, please contact Agnes XavierPhillips JP DL LLB(Hons), (PRC Chair), and Angela
Parry MBE (Assistant Clerk), who compile the WLB
based on contributions/articles received.

THE TWELFTH INOUR “TALKING HEADS”
SERIES TOOK PLACE ON 22ND SEPTEMBER
2021
LAURA DAVIES AND STEPHEN RICHARDS IN
CONVERSATION

Liverymen were treated to an excellent conversation
between two impressive and articulate Liverymen Laura Davies (clothed 2021) and Stephen Richards
(clothed 2018) - over Zoom on 22nd September 2021.
The two who, have never met face to face, treated us to
a well planned discussion.
Laura won a Company Innovation Travel Scholarship in
2016 when she was studying at the University of
Glamorgan. She was working for the Welsh Whisky
Company at the Penderyn distillery. She used the
money to visit Madeira to understand the process of
wine production there and, in particular, learn about the
Oak barrels which Penderyn use to mature their whisky.
Since the award Laura has had two children, but still
works with the Welsh Whisky Company where most
recently she has been the Distillery Manager but on the
day of the talking heads conversation was made
responsible for all of the distilleries in the WWC – two Hirwaun and Llandudno – currently operational and third
- Swansea due to open shortly. Laura is currently on the
Awards Committee of the WLCoW
Stephen is immensely proud of his Welsh heritage,
having been born in Betws in Carmarthenshire. After
studying Politics at Aberystwyth University he joined the
Nat West graduate training scheme but in 1984, after 4
year in the profession of banker, decided that it wasn’t
the career he wanted and decided to change track and
train to become a nurse at the School of Nursing
attached to the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford. This
qualification formed the foundation for his eventual
career which initially included front line nursing roles
followed by a move into management where he led a
team of hospital Macmillan care nurses. He joined
Macmillan Nurses as a director in 1997 and worked
there until 2016 when he became the CEO of the Solving
Kids Cancer charity, from which position he retired in
2020. He now works as a management consultant to
third sector organisation and is involved with an
innovative start up in Cardiff which is using virtual
technology to help children cope with potentially
traumatic procedures. Cardiff has been living in London
with his wife and has a 28 year old daughter. Stephen is
on the WLCoW Charitable Events Committee
Both Laura and Stephen express a desire to give back
and help young people on their career ladder as their
key reason for joining WLCoW. Stephen has joined the
London sub committee and hopes to become involved
in activities in London particularly.
Both have recently been nominated to become Court
Assistants and we look forward to their wise counsel and
experience in helping to steer the Company in its
journey post lockdown.

©WLCoW
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